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DISCLAIMER
By accessing and using the Alberta Energy website to download or otherwise obtain a scanned mineral
assessment report, you (“User”) agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions:
a) Each scanned mineral assessment report that is downloaded or otherwise obtained from Alberta
Energy is provided “AS IS”, with no warranties or representations of any kind whatsoever from Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of Alberta, as represented by the Minister of Energy (“Minister”),
expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, no warranties or other representations from the
Minister, regarding the content, accuracy, reliability, use or results from the use of or the integrity,
completeness, quality or legibility of each such scanned mineral assessment report;
b) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, the Minister hereby expressly disclaims, and is
released from, liability and responsibility for all warranties and conditions, expressed or implied, in
relation to each scanned mineral assessment report shown or displayed on the Alberta Energy website
including but not limited to warranties as to the satisfactory quality of or the fitness of the scanned
mineral assessment report for a particular purpose and warranties as to the non-infringement or other
non-violation of the proprietary rights held by any third party in respect of the scanned mineral
assessment report;
c) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and
agents, exclude and disclaim liability to the User for losses and damages of whatsoever nature and
howsoever arising including, without limitation, any direct, indirect, special, consequential, punitive or
incidental damages, loss of use, loss of data, loss caused by a virus, loss of income or profit, claims of
third parties, even if Alberta Energy have been advised of the possibility of such damages or losses,
arising out of or in connection with the use of the Alberta Energy website, including the accessing or
downloading of the scanned mineral assessment report and the use for any purpose of the scanned
mineral assessment report so downloaded or retrieved.
d) User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and agents
against and from any and all third party claims, losses, liabilities, demands, actions or proceedings
related to the downloading, distribution, transmissions, storage, redistribution, reproduction or
exploitation of each scanned mineral assessment report obtained by the User from Alberta Energy.
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The ,shipment coniieted of one large piece of ro&&

weight 10 pounded It was

ubitted on Bovembey 21, 1950, for

investtatioxi, byl4r. W. N. Goodwin, 11riera1 Resources Division,
Mines Branch.' Ottawa, for Mr. J. J. McIntyre, International

a,

Coal and Coke Company, Co1ian, Alberta.

PurR ose

thetgt1on:
The sample.was submitted for a microscopic

examination of polished sections, chemical analysio of the
o

sample ., Qnd magnetic concentration.
Chemi c al Anal:
- 3522 per cent
Iron
O078
Sulphur
O,126
Phosphorus -

insoluble - 2542
8102

Ti

M icrosco p ic E1natn

Six polished sections were prepared from the sample
said were examined microscopically to determine the characterletica of the ores

•

ue-In the poliehed sections, the gangue material is a

fine-grained, dark grey admixture of quartz and carbonate.
M etallic Minerals -

A megacop1c inspection of the e1z polished surface
shove than to be rather sparsely mineralized. Under the microscope ., however, metallic minerals are seen to be.. more abundant
than they appear to the unaided eye,. In some fields or the
microscope they predominate over gangue but in other fields
they are quite subordinate to it and, on the whole, they are,
perhaps, not more than equal to gangue in total amount by 'volume.
Magnetite preponderates greatly and is disseminated
through gangue aa irregular grains which range frow about 150 microns

-

3-

(100 mooh Is 17microns) down to the limits of the microscope
(1 micron or lose In dIameter), with the finer aIea predominant. A comparatively small quantity of hematite is present as
occasional scattered grains which average approximately 60
icrons (-200+280 mesh) in size. Pyrite. is a10 visible in
very .s11 amount as rare, tiny particles

in gangue.

This test was made by means of the Davis M agnetic
Tube, The results of this test Indicated a recovery of 40 per
cent, by Weight .9 as a magnetic concentrate, at a grind of minus
100 mesh. The concentrate aazayed Fe, 5906 per cent;
502 per cent; TiO2 ., *.VI per cent.

.

Conclusions:
The shipment vas submitted for an analysis of the ore
and for .& microscopic examination of polished sections made
from the ore,

no conclusions can be draxL in the absence of a repre
entstIvo sample of the deposit on vhich tests can he made to
note the recovery and grade of concentrate.' One preliminary
concentration test by means of the Davis Tube indicated a recovery of 40 per cent of the weight of the feed as a magnetic
concentrate vhen the feed was ground to minus 100 meah.
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W. S. JenMns,
Mineral Dressing Section.

